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Kugels &
Collards

I hereby grant Historic Columbia permission to use the attached information for 
educational and promotional purposes. I understand that this information will be donated 
to Special Collections at Addlestone Library, the College of Charleston, as part of the 
Jewish Heritage Collection, and be made available for the use of scholars, researchers and 
students. It may also be posted online as part of the recipe blog Kugels & Collards.

Tsimmes

1. In a Dutch oven or a stew pot, brown the cut up 
onions and add the cut up meat and cover with water. 
Cook the meat slowly until it softens and the water is 
absorbed.

2. Par boil the carrots and the sweet potatoes, drain and 
add to the meat.

3. Add the prunes, brown sugar and the can of cut up 
pineapple. Put this mixture in a buttered Pyrex dish.

5. The traditional way is to mash the vegetables. The 
more recent way is to leave them in large pieces tossed 
together and cooked.

6. Bake for 30-40 minutes at 350.

Submitted by: Mindy Kligman Odle

-1 bag of carrots, chopped into large pieces
-3 sweet potatoes, peeled and chopped into 
large pieces
-1/2 box of pitted prunes
-1 can of cut up pineapple
-1/4 cup of brown sugar
-1 onion cut up
-A small piece of chuck roast or brisket cut 
into large pieces
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Kugels & Collards, a Southern Jewish Food and Culture Blog, is brought to you by the 
Columbia Jewish Heritage Initiative.

 
Historic Columbia, in partnership with the College of Charleston’s Jewish Heritage Collection, the 
Jewish Community Center and Columbia Jewish Federation, the Jewish Historical Society of South 
Carolina and the Richland County Library, established the Columbia Jewish Heritage Initiative in 
2014 - a multi-discipline project, which documents as well as provides access to and awareness 
of local Jewish History. Historic Columbia is providing support for this unique endeavor with 
the hope that this creative food blog will engage Columbia and South Carolina in many ways to 
remember the Jewish past and celebrate the present culture.

Do you have a recipe to share? Please let us know! Contact us at 
kugelsandcollards@historiccolumbia.org or 803.252-1770. Or visit www.kugelsandcollards.org


